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CONTENT AND SIGNIFICANCE

/e letters of the Was!ʾil al-Ta"q#q wa Ras!ʾil al-Tawf#q vary in length 
and content but are similar in style. /e early letters are longer and 
thematically specific, whereas the later letters are shorter and general 
in nature. /ere are three lengthy letters that were written more as 
epistles, or treatises, and were given specific titles. /e first of these, 
“/ub0t al-Qadamayn f1 Su 2l al-Malakayn” (letter 1), is on faith and 
belief; the second, “Lam3at al-Al42f wa 5a6rat al-It32f” (letter 3), is 
on personal struggle and the symbolism of war; and the third, “Ta3r1k 
Silsilat al-Wid2d f1 Mas ilat Khalq Af ʿ2l al-ʿIb2d” (letter 4), is on free 
will and God’s role in natural causes and human actions. In addition 
to these three lengthy epistles, letter 14 had a lengthy attachment that 
was not included in the Was!ʾil; it is on the nature of the unseen and 
spiritual knowledge and is titled “Raf ʿ al-Rayb ʿan 5a6rat al-Ghayb.” 
It is not clear why ʿAbd al-Ghan1 did not include this epistle in the 
Was!ʾil when he did include the epistles that comprised letters 1, 3, 
and 4. However, manuscript copies of this epistle can be accessed at 
the national library of Damascus. I have included it in my thematic 
discussion of letter 14 because I considered it to be an integral part of 
ʿAbd al-Ghan1’s correspondence and of a similar magnitude to the first 
three epistles. In addition to these four lengthy, theoretical, and the-
matically specific epistles, ʿAbd al-Ghan1’s lengthy exchange with 
"֒NBE�BM�,BTCǔ�PO�DPTNPHPOZ�BOE�UIF�6OJUZ�PG�#FJOH�	MFUUFST����BOE�
62) are also thematically specific, complex, and profound. 

Letters 6 and 10 refer to the practice of solitude (khalwa), shedding 
light on an important, yet o7en misrepresented, phase of ʿAbd 
al-Ghan1’s life and spiritual experience, while letter 25 refers to smok-
ing, then a new social habit that was spreading rapidly and causing 
NVDI�DPOUSPWFSTZ�BOE�TPDJBM�VOSFTU��#FDBVTF�PG�UIFJS�UIFNBUJD�TJHOJGJ-
cance, the contents of these selected letters are discussed in detail 
below, followed by a concluding overview of the common themes of 
the Was!ʾil: piety, spirituality, and religious ethics.

Regarding ʿ Abd al-Ghan1’s style of writing and the linguistic quality 
of his text, notwithstanding the frequent use of rhymed prose, which 
was common in traditional literary works, the letters are written in a 
formal style closer in its idioms and structure to modern than to tra-
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ditional Arabic. ʿ Abd al-Ghan1’s writing, in general, is clear, lucid, well 
structured, and easy to follow, even when he is dealing with complex 
or esoteric topics. /e precision and sophistication of his terms, expres-
sions, analyses, and analogies, both linguistically and conceptually, are 
remarkable, and so are the breadth of his knowledge and his ability to 
communicate to audiences of varying preoccupations and intellectual 
capacities, including his correspondents, the wider community, and 
even the succeeding generations to whom he alludes in his preface to 
the Was!ʾil. 

In the following presentation of specific letters, unattributed quotes 
refer to the letter being discussed.
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On Understanding Islam: Letter 1

/e first letter of the Was!ʾil is addressed to shaykh Rama62n of Antep, 
now in Turkey. /e thirty-five-year-old ʿAbd al-Ghan1 presents his 
friend with some advice on piety and religious ethics. /e introductory 
notes suggest that ʿAbd al-Ghan1 had met shaykh Rama62n, become 
his friend, and exchanged visits with him while the latter was staying 
in Damascus. ʿ Abd al-Ghan1 was prompted to correspond with shaykh 
Rama62n by what he had heard about his preoccupation with “provid-
ing religious advice to the brothers, of the unitarians” (bi-mun!$a"at 
al-ikhw!n min al-muwa""id#n). From the content of the letter, it is 
not clear whether shaykh Rama62n was a professional mosque 
preacher, a cleric, or just an ordinary pious man trying to spread good 
words about the Islamic faith. Nor is it clear whether the term 
muwa""id#n (unitarians) refers generally to believing Muslims or spe-
cifically to a particular group with mystical tendencies who believed 
JO� UIF�6OJUZ� PG� #FJOH� GPS� FYBNQMF�� &MTFXIFSF� JO� UIF� MFUUFS� ʿAbd 
al-Ghan1 refers to “the faithful unitarian” (al-muʾmin al-muwa""id), 
in the sense of a devout believer. /e term makes better sense when 
juxtaposed against the concept of “hidden polytheism” (al-shirk 
al-khaf#), which he alluded to in a hermeneutical treatise he had written 
only a few months before this letter, and elaborated further in a com-
mentary on shaykh Arsl2n’s treatise on unity, completed three years 
later.1 Whatever he may have meant, ʿAbd al-Ghan1 introduces his 
letter with general advice to shaykh Rama62n, enjoining him to remain 
strict in observing religious duties, and be fully devoted to his task of 
guiding people without fearing their rejection or being distracted by 
worldly concerns. 

A7er some introductory remarks on the ethics of preaching, ʿAbd 
al-Ghan1 dwells on the fundamental issues of faith and belief through 
a rationalisation of the Islamic concept of the “grave trial,” which 
involves the first assessment all Muslims undergo upon their death. 
According to a reported prophetic tradition, two angels named Munkir 
and Nak1r are assigned to question the newly dead in their graves about 
essential matters of faith, in order to test their belief and religious 
understanding. It is the first station of assessment before the final 
judgement on the day of reckoning. /ese are the “two angels” ʿAbd 

1 /e first treatise is al-Fat" al-Rabb!n#, the second (the commentary) is Kham-
rat al-%!n; see the list of Primary Arabic Sources Cited for details.
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al-Ghan1 refers to as al-Malakayn in the title of this letter, “/e 
Firmness of the two Feet in the Questioning of the two Angels” 
(“/ub0t al-Qadamayn f1 Su 2l al-Malakayn”).

According to the prophetic tradition, the angels will ask three ques-
tions: Who is your Lord? Who is your Prophet? And what is your 
religion? ʿ Abd al-Ghan1 uses the "ad#th to lay down the proper under-
standing of the fundamental articles of faith. Since everyone knows 
that the angels’ questioning is inevitable, he advises shaykh Rama62n 
to teach his community the answers to the three questions, and to 
encourage them to prepare well by telling them, “If you do not listen 
to me now, while I am of your kind, and you have space to learn the 
answers and time from me to prepare, you will hear the same from two 
TUSJOHFOU�BOE�VOGSJFOEMZ�<CFJOHT>�XIP�XJMM�OPU�CF�QBUJFOU�XJUI�ZPV�OPU�
for an hour, nor even for a ;eeting moment. So think what you want 
to do.” He asks shaykh Rama62n to articulate the answers provided in 
the letter in his own language (Ottoman Turkish) in order for his audi-
ence to understand them profoundly. For the meaning should “inhere 
in their spirituality,” ʿAbd al-Ghan1 explains, “in order for them to 
CFOFGJU� GSPN�UIBU�<LOPXMFEHF>�JO�UIF�HSBWF�T�XPSME�CFDBVTF�JO�UIBU�
world the souls will speak with what they have; they cannot do other-
wise. Memorising through the tongue will not help in that world, 
because, with the discontinuity from the current world, judging by the 
PVUFS� <EFFET>� XJMM� DFBTF�� POMZ� KVEHJOH� CZ� UIF� JOOFS� <CFMJFGT>� XJMM�
persist.”
ʿAbd al-Ghan1 uses the three questions from the two angels to articu-

late his view of the core elements of the Islamic faith and to construct 
a general framework for true belief in God, the Prophet, and Islam. 
His sophisticated articulation goes way beyond the commonly known 
basics, such as the testimony and the other four pillars of Islam. In fact 
he does not even mention those. Instead, he tries to search for the inner 
challenge concealed in each question. /e challenge in the first ques-
tion, who is your Lord? lies in the fact that no-one knows the Lord. 
“/e Lord worshiped by communities of believers, no-one knows 
him,” he writes, “nor can anyone ever know him except with reference 
to a particular state or degree, but not with reference to inner reality 
and essence.” For these are inaccessible by the human mind. /us, the 
question becomes one of understanding being (wuj&d), and its states 
and hierarchy, within the framework of which a relationship between 
the creator and the creature can be articulated and a way of knowing 
the Lord may be reached.
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/e challenge in the second question, who is your prophet? lies in 
understanding the nature of prophecy, which hinges on the belief in 
the unseen that exposes the supra-rational aspects of faith. For ʿAbd 
al-Ghan1 the main reason for asking this question is not to know 
whether one is a follower of Mu3ammad, Christ, Moses, or other 
prophets, but to see whether one understands the true nature of proph-
ecy. /us, as with his take on the previous question, ʿAbd al-Ghan1 
tends to focus on the universal realities that relate to all religions and 
not just to Islam, although his articulation is naturally grounded in 
Islamic ideas and presented from an Islamic perspective. “Know, O 
my brother, that believing in prophecy is believing in the unseen,” he 
writes. /is is so for those “with proper reason,” he adds, and even for 
the companions who saw the Prophet, “because they saw only his out-
XBSE�<GPSN>�ZFU�UIFZ�CFMJFWFE�JO�IJT�JOOFS�<SFBMJUZ>�IBWJOH�GBJUI�JO�UIF�
unseen. /ey themselves were not prophets to have access to the 
unseen, and so there is no di<erence between them and us except with 
regard to their seeing the visible form of the Prophet.”

Understanding the nature of prophecy, ʿAbd al-Ghan1 argues, pre-
supposes an understanding of the hierarchy of believers and their 
 corresponding phases of belief. He identifies three phases (a'w!r) of 
spiritual growth: faith (#m!n), sainthood (wil!y!), and prophecy 
(nubuwwa). Faith is the general phase of all believers; sainthood is a 
phase restricted to the elite; while prophecy is a phase for the divinely 
chosen ones. /e di<erence between the levels of knowledge in these 
phases, he explains, is similar to the di<erence between the mental 
capacity and understanding of a child, an adolescent, and a mature 
adult. Just as there is a natural progression and expansion in one’s 
knowledge from childhood to maturity, so likewise is there an expan-
sion in one’s spirituality and religious horizon from one phase to 
another. Knowing God through “disclosure and witnessing” (al-kashf 
wa al-ʿay!n) is thus superior to knowing him through “evidence and 
argument” (al-dal#l wa al-burh!n), which is in turn superior to know-
ing him through “imitation and submission” (al-taql#d wa al-izʿ!n). 
/ese three modes of knowing God do not map directly over the three 
phases of spiritual growth, as the highest mode relates to both saint-
hood and prophecy, whereas the lower two modes relate to the various 
levels of understanding and corresponding degrees of faith.

To illustrate this point further, ʿAbd al-Ghan1 gives an example of 
a colour-blind person, explaining that one’s belief in prophecy should 
be similar to the colour-blind person’s belief in colours. Just as a 
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colour-blind person cannot use other senses to compensate for their 
visual deficiency, nor can they use their reason to see colours, likewise, 
people cannot compensate for their spiritual deficiency that di<erenti-
ates them from prophets, nor can they use their senses and reason to 
grasp what prophecy is. He writes:

/e way for the colour-blind to believe in colours is to believe that 
there are things called “colours,” which are unlike the kind of things 
he perceives through his four senses and his reason. And that he is 
necessarily incapable of perceiving them because of his lacking the 
sense whereby they are perceived. He should fault all other perceptions 
with certainty and without any confusion, and believe that God has 
created others who are able to see and who, unlike him, have the visual 
sense that enables them to perceive colours. His believing in that is 
thus a belief in the unseen, and the belief in the prophecy of Mu3ammad 
… is of this kind.

As for the third question, what is your religion? the challenge lies in 
understanding the true nature of Islam, which forms the universal core 
of all religions. “Know, O my brother,” ʿAbd al-Ghan1 writes, “that 
al-d#n (religion) is that to which man yud#n; that is, ‘succumbs’, ‘fol-
lows’, ‘obeys’, and ‘submits’, in accordance with the certainty of tradi-
tion (al-ikhb!r!t al-yaq#niyya) and the formation of divine law 
(al-insh!ʾ!t al-sharʿiyya)… And al-Islam is ‘surrender’ (istisl!m) and 
‘obedience’ (inqiy!d), and so it shares with ‘religion’ the same mean-
ing.” /is way, the question becomes concerned with the universalities 
of religion, such as believing in the existence of God and his attributes, 
his prophets, his scriptures, his angels, his punishment and reward, 
and so forth. 

/e ultimate challenge of the trial by the two angels seems to lie in 
one’s ability to articulate sound rational answers to the three questions, 
as presented by ʿ Abd al-Ghan1, but without surrendering one’s horizon 
to the dictates of rationality, because with matters of the unseen one 
cannot simply rely on one’s reason:

/e reason behind the unbelief of the philosophers, the Dahriyy1n,2 
and the rest of the misguided and deviant groups, is the application of 

2 /e “Dahriyy0n,” from the Arabic “dahr,” “aeon,” “a long period of time,” 
refers generally to a sect of materialist thinkers who believe in the eternity of the 
world, as opposed to those who attribute to it a creator or a cause. Al-Sharast2n1 
refers to al-Tab1ʿiyy0n al-Dahriyy0n as those who negate the intelligible, denying the 
existence of anything beyond the sensible world. See al-Milal wa al-Ni"al, 2:3, and 
EI2, “Dahriyya.”
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rational understanding to what cannot be understood by reason. It is 
like someone holding a small scale used for measuring gold and being 
adamant that he will not believe the weight of anything unless he mea-
sures it using his scale. When he is presented with a rock or a mountain 
and is told its weight, he tries to measure it with his scale but he can-
not because of the large size of the object and the minute size of his 
scale. At this point happiness is di<erentiated from misery: happy is 
the one who attributes deficiency to his scale and believes in what he 
is told, believing in the unseen… While miserable is the one who 
accuses the reporter of lying, thinking badly of him, while adhering to 
his scale, emphasising it, and depending on it.3 

3 Letter 3.
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On Struggle (Jih!d): Letter 3

ʿAbd al-Ghan1’s third letter in the Was!ʾil, sent in late December 1677 
!%, was addressed to an un-named correspondent in Istanbul. It is  
a lengthy epistle on the types and symbolic significance of human 
 struggle (jih!d) in Islam titled “Lam3at al-Al42f wa 5a6rat al-It32f” 
(“/e Glance of Providence and the Presence of Guidance”). ʿAbd  
al-Ghan1’s introduction as well as other remarks suggest that his cor-
respondent was a high-ranking official in the Ottoman army respon-
sible for “managing the a<airs of the soldiers.” Since we know very 
little about his connections with Ottoman officials, it is difficult to 
guess who that person was. During his brief visit to Istanbul ʿAbd 
al-Ghan1 met with several military judges, but that was about thirteen 
years earlier. If he was writing to a particular judge in this instance, 
then the friendly tone of the letter suggests a continuous contact, about 
which we know almost nothing. “I felt an acceptance from you for what 
you were receiving from my words,” ʿAbd al-Ghan1 wrote, suggesting 
that this was not the first communication between them. Yet, no replies 
or references to replies from the Ottoman official are included in the 
Was!ʾil. As for the main purpose of the letter, it was prompted by the 
news that the Ottoman army had embarked on a campaign for a war 
("araka jih!diyya) against the infidels. On this important occasion, 
ʿAbd al-Ghan1 felt obliged, as he puts it, to “activate the link of brother-
hood in faith in order to disclose some advice in accordance with the 
demands of Islamic love.” In other words, he felt the need to advise 
his friend about the true meaning and significance of jih!d in Islam, 
so that his brother in faith might “perfect his righteous deeds.”

A7er extended citations of prophetic traditions on the need for soli-
darity among Muslims in moments of crisis, and on Islamic war ethics, 
ʿAbd al-Ghan1 reminds his friend of the two types of “war” or “strug-
gle” (jih!d): minor and major. /e minor jih!d, he explains, is one’s 
struggle against one’s external enemies, the infidels, whereas the major 
jih!d is one’s struggle against one’s internal enemies, the bad and sinful 
thoughts and deeds in one’s own self. /e major jih!d is more impor-
tant for Muslims than the minor one, he adds, because the existence 
of infidels and their persistence in their unbelief do not cause any harm 
to Muslims in matters that concern faith. /e inner sinful thoughts of 
Muslims, however, do cause them harm by prompting them to commit 
sins and do the wrong thing. “/e faithful is in a constant struggle 
against his self in order to avert its corrupting tendencies until he dies,” 
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ʿAbd al-Ghan1 writes, “whereas his struggle against the infidels is dif-
ferent: it is on at certain times, and o< at others.” 

In the major jih!d, ʿAbd al-Ghan1 refers to the role of khaw!'ir, 
“quick-passing thoughts,” an important concept in Islamic psychology 
and morality discussed in some detail in the attachment to letter 14. 
/e importance of khaw!'ir lies in their evanescent nature: although 
they are subjective ideas related to an individual’s personal experiences 
and their connections with the world, they lie outside the mental con-
trol of individuals. /eir inexplicable, rapid, and random appearance 
and disappearance distinguish them from deliberate thinking, re;ec-
tion, remembering, and imagining. Ontologically, they belong to the 
spirit of the game of being, constituting one of its controlling instru-
ments.4 /us, it is their being outside the individual’s control that 
makes them dangerous, rendering bad khaw!'ir as the real enemies 
BHBJOTU�XIJDI�.VTMJNT�BSF�FOKPJOFE�UP�TUSVHHMF��#VU�TJODF�UIFJS�FNFS-
gence in the heart—where Muslim scholars place them in order to set 
them apart form normal mental activities—is beyond individual power 
to prevent, their mere passing through is not sinful. /eir quick passing 
prompts the mind to respond and the body to act and this is where 
one’s constant struggle lies: in fighting o< bad and evil khaw!'ir and 
nourishing good and pious ones. Speaking of khaw!'ir, ʿ Abd al-Ghan1 
explains:

If they (that is, bad khaw!'ir) pass through one’s heart and one rejects 
them, they will not harm him, but if he accepts them then they will 
become related to him and he will be judged by their merit. /is is like 
a situation in which a Muslim and an infidel are imprisoned together 
in one cell. If the infidel speaks his words of unbelief and worships 
other than God-most-high, this will not harm the Muslim because he 
neither agrees with what is being said nor accepts it from the infidel, 
yet he cannot part company from him.

A7er further citations from the Prophet and eminent Muslim scholars 
to support his argument that the inner struggle against the soul’s carnal 
desires is the real jih!d, ʿAbd al-Ghan1 turns to illustrating this inner 
struggle analogically with military imagery and war metaphors. Setting 
up his hermeneutical strategy, he writes:

Now that it has been established through this that the target is the 
edification of the outward and the inward, this can be achieved by 

4 On the cosmological significance of khaw!'ir, see Ibn ʿArab1, Fut&"!t, 1: 796–
97 and Akkach 2005a, 191–92.
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knowing the major jih!d�XIJDI�JT�UIF�TUSVHHMF�PG�UIF�TPVM�<BOE�LOPX-
JOH>�UIF�FOFNZ�XBJUJOH�UP�GJHIU�ZPV�JO�UIJT�<NBKPS>�jih!d, their soldiers, 
the king to whom you belong in this jih!d, the Muslim soldiers on your 
side, the forts, castles, and secrets upon which the jih!d occurs, and 
the weapons used in the jih!d by the two sides.

 In setting up his metaphoric scenes of the battlefield and the fighting 
armies, ʿAbd al-Ghan1 introduces the major jih!d, not as a subjective 
personal struggle, but as an existential one with cosmic magnitude. 
A7er all, the emergence and free roaming of khaw!'ir, good and bad, 
are neither of man’s own making nor under his mental control. /ey 
belong to the conditions of being-in-the-world and to the controlling 
forces of the game of being. Detailing the existential picture of the 
battlefield, ʿAbd al-Ghan1 writes:

And of the existing universes there is the world of earth and heaven 
and that which is in-between, the so-called “lower world” (al-duny!). 
/e same can be found in the world of man: his body corresponds to 
earth, his soul’s world corresponds to heaven, and the ethics that lie 
JO�CFUXFFO�<UIF�CPEZ�BOE�UIF�TPVM>�DPSSFTQPOE�UP�UIF�MPXFS�XPSME�BOE�
its people. Vigilance is one of Islam’s kings, whose soldiers are good 
thoughts, while negligence is one of unbelief’s kings, whose soldiers 
are bad thoughts. Reason acts as a minister for the king of Islam, when 
he is winning, managing all of his a<airs correctly, and acts as a min-
ister for the king of unbelief when he is winning, managing all of his 
a<airs erroneously. Faith and Islam are two forts protecting the wor-
shiper, lo7y and impenetrable in the likeness of Mecca and Medina. 
/e five prayers, fasting, praying, alms giving, and pilgrimage corre-
spond to the forts and citadels, while religious duties, traditions, and 
desirable practices correspond to the protective fences for these forts 
and citadels. Lawful, doctrinal, and practical issues correspond to 
weaponry and the ammunition of war. /e king of Islam, who is always 
vigilance, is constantly at war fighting the king of unbelief, who is 
negligence. And the former’s soldiers, who are the good thoughts, are 
battling the latter’s soldiers, who are the bad thoughts. In this war there 
perish from the two sides those whom God wills to perish, and survive 
UIPTF�XIPN�(PE�XJMMT�UP�TVSWJWF��#BUUMJOH�BOE�GJHIUJOH�BSF�BMXBZT�QVS-
sued in order to take control of the mentioned forts and citadels. Every 
fort claimed by the king of vigilance is built and maintained by sincer-
ity, certainty, and piety, and each fort claimed by the king of negligence 
is destroyed and ruined by hypocrisy, scepticism, and arrogance.

A7er this scene-setting, ʿAbd al-Ghan1 begins to discuss in detail suc-
cessive events of fighting, identifying the fortresses under attack in 
each event, the con;icting thoughts and reasoning involved, and the 
fighting tactics each knight uses. /e first fortress that comes under 
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attack is the “fortress of faith” ("i$n al-#m!n), being the first to be built 
in one’s heart, the greatest, and “the most noble for the sultan of vigi-
lance.” In fact, it is “the seat of this sultan” and the centre of his king-
dom. And such is its nobility that it represents the fortress of Mecca 
among all the fortresses of the world. /e fight over the fortress of faith 
centres on the relationship between God and man, divinity and human-
ity, involving weaponry of rationality and revelation. /e knight of the 
good thoughts defends faith in God’s transcendence with weapons of 
revelation and tradition, while the knight of the bad thoughts attacks 
faith in God’s transcendence using weapons of reason and scepticism. 
/is is followed by the battle over the fortress of Islam, which repre-
sents the revelation of one’s faith. In the world of the human body, the 
status of this fortress is in the state of Medina among the fortresses of 
the natural world. A7er this comes the battle over the fortress of fast-
ing, then over the fortress of alms-giving, and so forth. /ese battles, 
which constitute the major jih!d for ʿAbd al-Ghan1, are not restricted 
to issues of religious morality and personal ethics but extend to the 
battle of faith and reason, the mother of all battles during his period. 
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On Causality: Letter 4

ʿAbd al-Ghan1’s letter to Ibr2h1m al-K0r2n1 (d. 1690 !%) is the longest 
and perhaps the most important epistle in the Was!ʾil, as it deals with 
the critical issue of causality, which was also the subject of profound 
rethinking in Europe at the time. Al-K0r2n1, a leading scholar and 
in;uential theologian based in Medina, has been identified as a key 
figure in a wide circle of religious renewal and reform.5 Two treatises 
by al-K0r2n1 on the nature of voluntary human actions reached ʿAbd 
al-Ghan1 through some friends, and he felt the urge to respond with a 
lengthy critique. It is not clear what had prompted al-K0r2n1 to write 
his first treatise, “Maslak al-Sad2d f1 Mas ilat Khalq Af ʿ2l al-ʿIb2d” 
(“/e Right Approach to the Issue of the Creation of the Servants’ 
"DUJPOTu
�XIJDI�IF�DPNQMFUFE�JO�NJE������8/1674 !%.6 In the opening 
passage he refers to the di<erent views people have on this issue and 
his desire to clarify the right approach, but it is not clear whether he 
is referring to the old theological disputes or to a renewed debate at 
his time. /e scant evidence we have suggests the latter, or at least some 
resurging public interest in the topic. Al-K0r2n1’s treatise prompted a 
lengthy response from an un-named colleague, asking for detailed 
clarification of many of the terms, concepts, and arguments used in 
the Maslak. /is response was titled “al-Istiʿd2d li-Sul0k Maslak 
al-Sad2d” (“Preparing to Follow the Right Approach”).7 /is prompted 
al-K0r2n1 to respond with his second lengthy treatise, “Imd2d dhaw1 
al-Istiʿd2d li-Sul0k Maslak al-Sad2d” (“Supporting the One Preparing 
to Follow the Right Approach”), in which he addressed the questions 
raised and added more clarification. We do not know when his col-
league’s treatise was written, but al-K0r2n1 completed the second trea-
UJTF�UISFF�ZFBST�BѫFS�XSJUJOH�UIF�GJSTU� JO�NJE������8/1677 !%. ʿAbd 
al-Ghan1 received the two treatises, studied them, wrote his lengthy 
critique, and posted it within a span of fi7een months from the comple-
tion date of K0r2n1’s second treatise.� He titled his critique, which 

5� 4FF�-FWU[JPO�BOE�7PMM������
6 In the title of this treatise, the word sad!d can also be read as sid!d (as it 

appears in one of the manuscripts), to rhyme with ʿib!d, in which case the title would 
read as “/e Adequate Approach to the Issue of the Creation of the Servants’ 
Actions.” 

7 /is treatise is cited in al-K0r2n1’s “Imd2d Dhaw1 al-Istiʿd2d li-Sul0k Maslak 
al-Sad2d.”

� /is shows the remarkable speed with which exchanges and ideas travelled in 
the region, facilitated probably by an efficient postal system and most certainly in 
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comprises letter 4 of the Was!ʾil, “Ta3r1k Silsilat al-Wid2d f1 Mas ilat 
Khalq Af ʿ2l al-ʿIb2d” (“Activating the Link of Friendship on the Issue 
of the Creation of the Servants’ Actions”). /en, ʿAbd al-Ghan1 was 
thirty-seven, and al-K0r2n1 was sixty-three. Despite hoping for a 
friendly response, even a brief one, from the renowned master, ʿAbd 
al-Ghan1 does not seem to have received a reply from al-K0r2n1, who, 
understandably, may have been displeased by such strong criticism 
from the young Damascene scholar. Whatever the case may be, the 
four treatises (including the one by the unknown author), along with 
several others on the same topic by the two scholars, deserve a separate 
lengthy study.9 Here, I can refer only brie;y to some of the key points 
of the debate. 

/e central topic of the debate was the nature of God’s activities in 
the world; that is, his role in the creation of human actions and natural 
causes. /e main concern was the degree of autonomy that can be 
ascribed to human conduct and the processes of natural phenomena. 
In a much earlier debate, between the Muʿtazila and the Ash2ʿira, a 
conceptual distinction emerged between the notion of “power” (qudra) 
and the notion of “e<ect” (taʾth#r), and the relationship of both to the 
acting agent that causes an e<ect.10 While cause and e<ect may appear 
to be bound by a straightforward linear relationship, the roles indi-
vidual and divine powers play in the process of causing an e<ect are 
not. In fact, one of the clarifications sought by al-K0r2n1’s un-named 
colleague was the meanings of both al-taʾth#r and its parallel, al-qudra, 
and the degree of overlap between them. When a person stands up or 
fire burns, for example, the contention was about whether or not it is 
the person’s individual power that causes the e<ect of standing or 
nature’s power that causes the e<ect of burning. If not, as was the posi-
tion of official orthodoxy, which adopted the Ashʿariyya’s view, what 
then is the nature of God’s involvement in both processes, and how 
does God cause an e<ect through humans and natural forces without 
these becoming passive instruments in his hand?

this case by the annual pilgrimage that brought together on a regular basis scholars 
and students from all over the Islamic world.

9 Al-K0r2n1 wrote several other treatises on the topic, such as “Maslak al-Iʿtid2l,” 
“al-Ilm2ʿ al-Mu314,” “al-Mutimma,” “Dhayl al-Mutimma,” and ʿAbd al-Ghan1 wrote 
at least one more, “Radd al-J2hil.” See the bibliography section Unpublished Arabic 
Man  uscripts Cited for details. 

10 See al-Ashʿar1, Al-Lumaʿ.
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To simplify the complex polemics surrounding these issues, let us 
return brie;y to the game of being. As already explained, the players 
through their playing unfold the game as a state of being with a spirit 
of its own that controls their playing and prevails over everyone 
involved, including the spectators. /us, while the players appear to 
be acting and interacting according to their own individual will and 
power, they are in reality under the controlling forces of the game’s 
spirit. In the old debate, the Muʿtazila emphasised the roles of the play-
ers, granting them almost total autonomy in their actions on the basis 
that it is they who unfold the game in the first place. For them, it is the 
players who create their fortunes, good and bad, and are eventually 
fully accountable for their deeds. /e Ash2ʿira, on the other hand, 
emphasised the controlling role of the game’s spirit, granting the play-
ers only relative autonomy in their actions on the basis that the “e<ect” 
(taʾth#r) is in reality caused by the game’s spirit, which has the ultimate 
control, and not the players. And in order for the players not to appear 
as passive instruments in the game’s hands, the Ash2ʿira proposed that 
the game causes an e<ect at (ʿind) the player’s action, not by (bi) it. /e 
“at” seems to refer to the circumstantial forces always at play, prompt-
ing players to act and interact in di<erent ways on di<erent occasions. 
/us, although players appear to have power to act and free will to 
choose when and how to do so, these remain subject to unpredictable 
circumstantial forces inherent in the game’s spirit that are completely 
outside their control. /is way, the Ash2ʿira were able to hinge al-taʾth#r, 
“causing an e<ect,” onto the interplay between an unpredictable cir-
cumstance and a predictable human action or natural cause. And, with 
the spirit of the game of being representing God’s control over the 
world’s a<airs, the Ash2ʿira succeeded in keeping God engaged with 
the world while granting both man and nature relative autonomy. 
/eir theology and ontology prevailed in the Sunn1 world.11 

In his first treatise, al-K0r2n1 seems to make a subtle modification 
to the Ashʿariyya’s principle—that God creates at, and not by, natural 
causes and human actions—by introducing the notion of divine “per-
mission” or “authorisation” (idhn), and arguing that individual power 
and natural causes produce their e<ects by the mediation of God’s 
permission and not autonomously. In other words, when a person 
stands up or fire burns, the e<ects of standing and burning are medi-
ated by a divine permission that allows the process to take place and 

11 /e Ashʿariyya was a relative improvement over the old Jabriyya, in both its 
concepts and its subtlety. 
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the e<ects to occur. /e notion of divine “permission” introduces an 
unpredictable factor into causality and natural processes that deprives 
them of the relative autonomy they entertained under the Ashʿariyya 
theology. Hinging everything on a divine permission that is necessarily 
inexplicable and unpredictable not only increases God’s dominance 
over the natural world but also undermines the autonomy of natural 
processes and the predictability inherent in the consistency and uni-
formity of natural laws. 

It is not clear whether al-K0r2n1’s theory was intended to strip 
humans and nature of the relative autonomy they had entertained for 
a long time, or whether it was simply a misreading of the sources. 
Al-K0r2n1 says nothing about his intentions but states that he was 
basing his exposition on the last and most reliable work of al-Ashʿar1, 
al-Ib!na ʿ an U$&l al-Diy!na (Clarifying the Principles of Religion).12 In 
his critique, ʿAbd al-Ghan1 identifies, discusses, and dwells upon the 
implications of al-K0r2n1’s novel interpretations, presenting them 
more as a misunderstanding of the sources than a deliberate rethinking 
of the theory. /is might be so; however, it is hard to imagine that an 
outstanding and sophisticated theologian such as al-K0r2n1, who wrote 
several other treatises on the topic, would misunderstand such a sig-
nificant and widely discussed theory. 
ʿAbd al-Ghan1’s thorough and systematic critique covers many 

aspects; however, his main points of contention were, first, al-K0r2n1’s 
view that individual power causes an e<ect with divine permission, 
not autonomously, and, second, that this view is based on the Qur 2n, 
the prophetic traditions, and the teachings of al-Ashʿar1. ʿ Abd al-Ghan1 
seemed extremely concerned that al-K0r2n1 not only misinterpreted 
his sources but that he also presented his ideas as being universally 
shared by Sunn1 Muslims. “We were greatly startled over this matter” 
("a$ala ʿ indan! waqfa ʿ az#ma f# h!dh! al-amr), he wrote in his opening 
remarks. He went on to interrogate al-K0r2n1’s statements through 
several scenarios, to discuss the implications of the concept of divine 
“permission” with regard to the relationship between divine and 
human powers, and to present his own interpretations of the Ashʿariyya. 
/e conclusion one can draw from ʿAbd al-Ghan1’s long and meticu-
lous critique is that al-K0r2n1’s proposition—“that individual power 
causes an e<ect by God’s permission, not autonomously”—is, first, 
meaningless and absurd however one looks at it, and, second, not in 

12 Al-Ashʿar1, al-Ib!na; see also his Maq!l!t and al-Lumaʿ for more details. 
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line with the Ashʿariyya’s view or with other credible interpretations 
by Muslim theologians and mystics. 

To illustrate his understanding of the Ashʿariyya, ʿAbd al-Ghan1 
cited the verse “And of his wondrous works are ... the sun and the 
moon” (41: 37), with reference to which he then assimilated the rela-
tionship between God’s and man’s power with that of the sun and the 
moon. Just as the light of the moon is an e<ect of the light of the sun, 
so is man’s power an e<ect of God’s power. “If one re;ects carefully 
on this,” he wrote, “one will realise that one’s created power is an e<ect 
(athar) of his Lord’s eternal power. One will also realise how actions 
occur with God’s sole power working at one’s power, not by it.” 
Viewing man’s power as essentially an e<ect rather than a cause main-
tains God as the sole cause of all e<ects in the world, including man’s 
voluntary actions. An e<ect can be a cause, in itself producing another 
e<ect, however, as when the light of the moon dispels the darkness of 
the night, but the moon’s capacity to dispel darkness is inherently 
dependent on the power of the sun, even though the latter is invisible 
at night. /is is how God’s ultimate power becomes “veiled by its e<ect, 
which is the servant’s power.” He further explains:

8IBU� BQQFBST� JO� UIF�OJHIU� PG� <OBUVSBM>� DSFBUJPOT� JT� UIF�NPPO�PG� UIF�
servant’s power, illuminating with an illumination that conceals the 
appearance of the illuminating sun of God’s power, which is hidden in 
the night of creations. So when we say it is the light of the moon that 
dispels the darkness of the night, according to what appears to the 
senses, we actually mean that what dispels the darkness of the night is 
the light of the sun alone, which creates the light of the moon, at the 
NPPO�T�DBQBDJUZ�UP�TIJOF�<OPU�CZ�JU>��ѮF�BUUSJCVUJPO�PG�UIF�EJTQFMMJOH�
power to the light of the moon is true only insofar as it is being sup-
ported by the light of the sun, and insofar as the appearance of this 
dispelling power is at that support, not by it. And so are voluntary 
actions: God creates them at the individual power, not by it.

With this critique, ʿ Abd al-Ghan1 upheld the Ashʿariyya’s view on cau-
sality. While maintaining God’s infinite power as being ultimately 
responsible for all e<ects in the natural world, he argued for the relative 
autonomy of natural processes, and the need for the mediation of cause 
and e<ect. With this position he could accommodate—as a legitimate 
interpretation—the rational views that attribute e<ects to human 
actions, an issue he discussed in a separate treatise fi7een months later.13 

13 Al-N2bulus1, “Radd al-J2hil il2 al-?aw2b;” see Unpublished Arabic Manu-
scripts Cited.
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If the natural world is not ascribed a degree of autonomy, all beings 
become merely passive instruments in God’s hand, and the religious 
system of obligations, reward, and punishment becomes meaningless. 
Al-K0r2n1’s concept of divine permission is shown to be an unneces-
sary mediation that only undermines the consistency and predictability 
of the natural system. 
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On Solitude: Letters 6 and 10

Solitude (khalwa) is a common Sufi practice intended to isolate the 
devotee from worldly attachment so that their attention is devoted 
solely to God. According to ʿAbd al-Ghan1’s main biographer, Kam2l 
al-D1n al-Ghazz1, ʿ Abd al-Ghan1 secluded himself for seven continuous 
years, between 1091 8������!%�BOE������8������!%. In my book on 
ʿAbd al-Ghan1’s life and work, I cross-examined al-Ghazz1’s story 
against other references and contested the accuracy of his account.14 
Letters 6 and 10 of the Was!ʾil, sent to Mulla A3mad of Hayrabolu and 
Mulla Mu3ammad al-5umayd1 of Constantinople respectively, o<er 
further evidence supporting my argument that there was no such long 
uninterrupted period of solitude, but rather a series of retreats that 
started twelve or thirteen years before these letters were written. /ese 
two letters also o<er insights into ʿAbd al-Ghan1’s understanding of 
the meaning of “solitude” and the way it should be practised. In addi-
tion, the thirty-three letters (letter 11 to letter 43) written during the 
assumed seven years of solitude give us a good idea about the range of 
intellectual and religious issues he was engaged with. When these pre-
occupations are laid over the recreational events recorded in his 
anthology (e Wine of B!bel during the same period, it becomes clear 
that we are not dealing with total seclusion as al-Ghazz1 would like us 
to believe.  

In letter 10, sent on 22 Dh0 al-5ijja 1090 8����+BOVBSZ������!%, 
ʿAbd al-Ghan1 apologised to his friend for not corresponding with him 
as frequently as he would have liked because of his many preoccupa-
tions. He then added: 

And God-most-high has endowed us with a retreat and house seclusion 
away from social exchange, and he preoccupied us—by the pure benef-
icence he bestowed on us—with study, reading, compiling, and writing, 
according to what he, who is in charge of all situations, allows to take 
place. 

/is is the first reference in the Was!ʾil to ʿ Abd al-Ghan1’s abandoning 
of public life and entering into solitude. In two letters sent earlier in 
the same year, to Mulla A3mad and Ibr2h1m Afand1 respectively, ʿ Abd 
al-Ghan1 made no reference to his solitude. Although one cannot auto-
matically conclude that he was not in retreat then, this makes it more 

14 See Akkach 2007a.
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likely, with the support of other evidence, that he entered this particu-
lar solitude some time between ?afar and Dh0 al-5ijja of 1090 8/1679–
���!%. /e available evidence does not corroborate al-Ghazz1’s story 
that this solitude went on uninterrupted for seven years. 

In letter 6, ʿAbd al-Ghan1 spoke of his approach to “inner piety” 
(al-taqw! al-b!'iniyya) and explained what it entails. His explanation 
o<ers us valuable insights into his understanding of the nature, func-
tion, and practice of solitude, confirming that the real solitude for him 
is a spiritual one. Physical solitude, though necessary to reach spiritual 
solitude, can, and in fact should, be abandoned once spiritual solitude 
has delivered the desired outcome. Addressing his friend Mulla 
A3mad, he wrote:

I have heard about you, O my brother, that you are vigilant in your 
religion and strict in following the commands and interdictions, and 
I love you because of that. Hence, I love for you what I love for myself; 
that is, to adopt the approach of “inner piety” (al-taqw! al-b!'iniyya) 
JO�PSEFS�GPS�CPUI�UIF�PVUXBSE�BOE�UIF�JOXBSE�UP�CF�QFSGFDU�GPS�ZPV��#Z�
“inner piety” I mean your passage from the outward forms into the 
intelligible realities, so that you witness with the eye of insight that 
every move of a prayer’s postures, as well as other aspects of worship, 
has Lordly references and merciful secrets. And every application of 
the divine law’s rulings has an outer and an inner function: the ruling 
of the law is a body, while the divine wisdom is a spirit for that body. 
Do not be content with the bodies over the spirits, nor preoccupy your-
self with the spirits over the bodies. You should bring together both 
the outward and the inward. And my friend, may God protect him, 
should know that, to achieve that, there is no escape from entering 
“lawful solitude” (al-khalwa al-sharʿiyya) and undergoing its “lawful 
training” (al-riy!)a al-sharʿiyya
��#Z� iTPMJUVEFu� *� EP�OPU�NFBO�PUIFS�
than your individual witnessing of the real actor (f!ʿil), not the meta-
phorical one; then witnessing the real object of attributions (maw$&f), 
not the metaphorical one; then witnessing the real existent (mawj&d), 
not the metaphorical one; then maintaining this witnessing until it 
consumes the senses and the mind. /is is real spiritual solitude. As 
for metaphorical bodily solitude, it is to imprison your body in a law-
GVM�IPVTF�BOE�<SFTUSJDU�JU>�UP�MBXGVM�GPPE�BOE�DVU�ZPVSTFMG�PĒ�PVUXBSEMZ�
and inwardly, from everything outside that house by negation or affir-
mation, until you find real solitude and then you can go out of meta-
phorical solitude. Among the things that can lead you to achieving this 
is your celebrating and engaging with the books of the mystical sci-
ences, such as those by Ibn ʿArab1, Ibn Sabʿ1n, al-ʿAf1f al-Tilims2n1, and 
the like, may God sanctify their secrets, a7er cleansing your insight 
from the contamination of rejecting any of them, until the gate of their 
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luminous secrets opens to your heart, and the truth of their resting on 
the centres of Mu3ammadan law is revealed… And by “training” 
(riy!)a), wherever I have mentioned it, I meant training the soul to 
perceive the truth, and letting it be accustomed to that in every situa-
tion gradually; that is, by attachment to and adopting of the traits of 
the evident Real; and then by becoming truthful (al-ta"aqquq): this is 
true spiritual training. As for metaphorical bodily training, it is by 
reducing food and water drinking… /is training is sought for other 
ends, not for itself. It is thus a part of the whole approach and helps 
attain spiritual training, but only if it is not excessive, which would 
result in unhealthy delusions and be forbidden and harmful. 

Solitude and reading mystical texts go hand in hand in ʿ Abd al-Ghan1’s 
approach to inner piety. Elsewhere I drew attention to the emphasis 
ʿAbd al-Ghan1 placed on the epistemological power of the text in the 
search for spiritual attainment.15 It was the model he followed and the 
one he recommended to others at a time when true spiritual masters 
were hard to find. /is formed the basis of his individual approach to 
“urban Sufism.” In letter 9, to Ibr2h1m Afand1, he reiterated this. 
“Re;ect upon what I wrote in this paper, O my brother,” he wrote, 
“and keep turning your re;ection upon it until you understand it pro-
GPVOEMZ��#Z�EPJOH�UIJT�ZPV�DBO�EP�BXBZ�XJUI�UIF�IFMQ�PG�UIF�QFSGFDU�
spiritual guide and with meeting him. For even when one meets with 
a prophet, it is not in the prophet’s power to make one reach 
God-most-high.”16

15� 4FF�"LLBDI�����B���m�����m���
16 Letter 9.
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On Quick-Passing (oughts (Khaw!'ir): Letter 14

Letter 14 is a short note attached to a long treatise that is not included 
in the Was!ʾil. ʿAbd al-Ghan1 wrote the treatise, “Raf ʿ al-Rayb ʿan 
5a6rat al-Ghayb” (“Clearing the Doubt Concerning the Presence of 
the Unseen”), in response to a request he received from Ibr2h1m 
Afand1, to whom letter 14 was addressed.17 In length, Raf ʿ al-Rayb is 
similar to the previous treatises that he included in full in the letters 
themselves and not as attachments. Here he decided to keep the letter 
short and attach the treatise as a separate document. “You had men-
tioned to us the writing of something on resisting quick-passing 
thoughts (khaw!'ir) and perseverance in the practice of invocation 
(dhikr),” ʿAbd al-Ghan1 wrote in letter 14, “so we wrote to you this 
treatise, which I called ‘Raf ʿ al-Rayb ʿan 5a6rat al-Ghayb’, and sent it 
to you with the person carrying this letter.” /is makes it clear that the 
treatise was not meant to be included as part of the letter itself as was 
the case with the previous ones; however, since the attached epistle is 
an integral part of his correspondence we need to dwell on its content 
brie;y here.

Letter 14 and the epistle attached to it deal with the concept of 
khaw!'ir (quick-passing thoughts), which was a central concept in 
premodern Islamic psychology and religious ethics. /e extensive lit-
erature available on the psychology of khaw!'ir in premodern Islamic 
thought testifies to its significance. /e term khaw!'ir, plural of kh!'ir, 
derives from the noun kha'ar, “danger,” “clout,” “power,” and the verb 
kha'ara, “to strut”, “to prance.” Describing their nature, ʿAbd al-Ghan1 
wrote, “al-khaw!'ir appear in the heart and disappear quickly; thus, 
they belong to the heart and are of a source that is outside man’s power. 
/e kh!'ir does not stand firm unless it is tied down by man.”�� /us 
understood, khaw!'ir are clearly distinguished from the mind’s mental 
processes—ta*#r, “thinking,” and na+ar, “re;ection”—through which 
an individual “ties down” the ;ashes of the heart. /e significance of 
khaw!'ir hinges on three basic propositions: first, that ;eeting thoughts 

17 In fact, ʿAbd al-Ghan1 received many such requests from regional colleagues to 
which he responded; yet, for unknown reasons, he chose not to refer to or include 
them in the Was!ʾil. 

�� Raf ʿ, 22. This and the following Arabic citations from “Raf ʿ al-Rayb” are based 
on two manuscripts from the B2hiriyya collection �.4������BOE�.4������
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bring ideas and instigate actions; second, that they belong to the realm 
of the heart and not the mind; and third, that the cause of their random 
appearance lies outside self-consciousness and individual rational 
power. /e concept of khaw!'ir presents an area of fundamental dif-
ference between premodern and modern psychology, which invented 
the idea of “the subconscious” in order to accommodate what is inex-
plicable in rational terms.

To explain the role and working of khaw!'ir in human a<airs and 
social interactions, let us turn again brie;y to the game of being meta-
phor introduced earlier in this discussion. One of the main di<erences 
between a game of sport and the game of being is the pace of the play. 
In a game of sport the pace is fast, while in the game of being it is 
comparatively slow. /e speed of the play in a game of sport reduces 
the span of thinking before acting. /e idea of the game’s spirit taking 
control over the players’ actions and interactions in their playing can 
be explained by reference to the fact that the players have no time to 
think. /eir split-second decisions to act or react in certain ways are 
based on bodily training and not careful mental deliberation. In the 
game of being, however, players have ample time to think, plan, negoti-
ate, deliberate, revise, and so forth, and with these mental activities 
they appear to be in control of the game and their own destiny. Indeed, 
this view generated a whole new understanding and ways of playing 
during the Enlightenment, when European thinkers placed unprece-
dented emphasis on human mental capacity. From a premodern 
Islamic perspective, however, this unique and powerful mental capac-
ity gives only the illusion that the players are in control of the game. 
In reality, the game remains in control, and one of its controlling 
instruments is khaw!'ir. /e celebrated theologian Ibn Qayyim al-
Jawziyya (d. 1350 !%) (an eminent disciple of Ibn Taymiyya) for exam-
ple, recognises khaw!'ir as “the starting point of every theoretical 
science and every voluntary action.”19

In the complex network of forces that governs the game of being, 
khaw!'ir can be described as the impulses the game generates through 
these forces to prompt the players to act or respond in certain ways. 
In the fast unfolding of games of sport there is no room for thinking, 
but as the speed of interactions drops ;eeting thoughts emerge. In the 
seemingly slow pace of the game of being these incessant ;eeting 
thoughts randomly frequenting one’s heart play a vital role in directing 

19 Ibn Qayyim Al-Jawziyya, al-Faw!ʾid, 175.
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one’s engaHFNFOU�XJUI� UIF�XPSME��#Z�LFFQJOH�khaw!'ir within the 
realm of the heart, not the mind, premodern Muslim thinkers recog-
nised a di<erence in nature between one’s erratic ;ashes of thought 
emerging in the heart, and deliberate and directed thoughts occurring 
in the mind. With this recognition they emphasised that, while the 
human mind can, through deliberate and directed thoughts, capture, 
tie down, and act upon randomly ;eeting ideas, the source of the latter 
remains outside the control of the self-conscious mind.20 

A key concept in Islamic ethics that goes hand in hand with the 
concept of khaw!'ir in acknowledging the presence of external forces 
that dictate one’s actions is that of tawf#q, “guidance to do the right 
thing.” In the Islamic context, an individual cannot be said to guide 
him or herself to do the right thing: tawf#q can happen only through 
the help of an external power. ʿAbd al-Ghan1 tells his friend Ibr2h1m 
in the attachment to letter 14:

Know, O my brother, that al-tawf#q, mentioned by the ʿulam!ʾ of the 
doctrinal sciences as well as others, is extremely important in itself and 
in its implications, and the obligated individuals cannot attain it by 
their own e<orts. It has no means other than imploring God with much 
or little persistence. Yet among the things that lead to it are good inten-
tion, sincere heart, purity of the chest from envy of colleagues and 
ill-thought of one’s contemporaries, abandoning arguing with one’s 
brothers completely, and sleeping and waking up without any evil 
thought for any human.21 

20 In Raf ʿ, 22, ʿAbd al-Ghan1 explains the psychology of khaw!'ir as follows:
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Achieving these qualities is directly related to managing one’s khaw!'ir; 
that is, finding ways to disable and resist bad thoughts and to enable 
and nourish good thoughts. /is is a crucial part of the Sufi’s spiritual 
training that aims to eliminate bad thoughts and harness the power of 
good ones. “You have asked me, O my brother…,” wrote ʿ Abd al-Ghan1, 
referring to his friend’s request, “to write you something on the repres-
sion of the khaw!'ir that invade the heart and confuse the inner eye, 
thereby limiting one’s perception to the phenomena of the physical 
world and rendering one unable to rise to the mysteries of the spiritual 
world.”22 Confusing the inner eye is the danger, which khaw!'ir have 
inherent in their very nature, that impedes divine guidance to doing 
the right thing (tawf#q) and limits one’s spiritual growth. 

To manage the danger inherent in khaw!'ir, the Sufis teach the 
practice of invocation (dhikr), a repetitive recitation of words, prayers, 
or supplications aimed at engaging the mind and training the heart to 
repress the appearance of quick-passing, negative thoughts. Limiting 
one’s social interaction also reduces one’s intensity of playing and 
exposure to the game’s undesirable in;uences, while at the same time 
increasing the e<ectiveness of invocation. “If you, O my brother, 
reduce your mixing with people, and your engaging and interacting 
with them, to essential necessities,” ʿAbd al-Ghan1 advised his friend 
Ibr2h1m, “then, God willing, the khaw!'ir you dislike will retreat away 
from you.” As for the practice of invocation, ʿAbd al-Ghan1 explains, 
one can either repeat a prayer orally or observe it in the heart. “/e 
aim,” he writes, “is for you not to feel any pretence in the continuous 
remembrance of God in your heart and mind, and to be invoking in 
every situation. And you should not invoke God believing that it is you 
who is invoking by the power of your self, but you should invoke 
believing that it is he who is invoking himself through your tongue 
and your heart.” Using the analogy of how a particular medicine is 
prepared to cure an illness, ʿ Abd al-Ghan1 further explains how invoca-
tion works and how one can increase its e<ectiveness:

22 Ibid.
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Know, O my brother, may God take you by the hand in all goodness, 
that the e<ect of these and other supplications, as well as the e<ect of 
the divine names, for whatever reason they are invoked, depend, in 
reaching a complete result, on crossing the distance of the world of 
EJWJOF�BDUJPOT�BOE�SFBDIJOH�UIF�<TUBUF�PG>�XJUOFTTJOH�UIF�XPSME�PG�OBNFT�
and attributes. For as long as the invoker continues to recognise in 
himself and in other creatures will and power, and bases his invocation 
and supplication on the idea that there are actions caused by other than 
God, even if this is due to negligence rather than firm belief, there will 
be no outcome for his invocation and appeal other than whatever 
occurs in his heart of humility and exaltedness. /e letters of the divine 
names are in the state of ingredients from which a medicine is made 
for a particular illness. If the ingredients from which the medicine is 
made were used separately before being combined together, or were 
combined incorrectly, with regard to the technique used in cooking 
and combining, then the outcome would be of no benefit for the 
intended use. Here, the preparedness of the heart and seeing God as 
being solely responsible for all actions, alone, without any creature 
whatsoever, is like cooking the ingredients of the divine names’ letters, 
and is similar to combining them in order to make them productive. 
/us, every time one invokes the ingredients need to be cooked and 
combined according to the mentioned method of preparation. Empty-
ing the heart completely from everything except God at the time of the 
invocation is like sterilising the container in which the ingredients are 
combined to prevent contamination that would destroy its e<ectiveness 
and quality. /e heat of passion and desire, and a wholehearted 
approach to drawing near to God and attaining the state of knowing 
him, are in the likeness of the fire: it accelerates the cooking so that 
the perfection of the medicine occurs with every invocation of one of 
God’s names. /e divine names are all exalted and majestic and have 
universal benefits in the way they edify the invoker’s state and change 
his tenebrous substance into the world of illumination and the station 
of luminous spirituality. Some of the names have a faster e<ect than 
others in the way they work, and the invoker himself should know 
which of the names is faster in e<ect than others.23 

23 Ibid., 26.
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On Smoking: Letter 25

During ʿAbd al-Ghan1’s time, the new social habits of smoking and 
co<ee-drinking became the topics of heated debate and the cause of 
serious social unrest in Ottoman cities, and provincial centres such as 
Damascus. Strict religious clerics moved to ban them, while Ottoman 
and Arab officials wavered in their responses as the new habits became 
rampant in high social circles. ʿ Abd al-Ghan1 was openly and unreserv-
edly against the ban and against the narrow, subjective, and misguided 
legal interpretations the clerics had presented in their drive to prohibit 
these foreign habits. In late 1092 8������!%, while in solitude, ʿAbd 
al-Ghan1 wrote a long treatise (sixty-one double-page folios in tight 
script), critically examining the legal, medical, and social evidence on 
smoking to show that it was not only perfectly legal and socially accept-
able to smoke but also that smoking was beneficial for the health.24 

24 ʿAbd al-Ghan1 opens his treatise on smoking with the following long, rhymed 
introduction which outlines the debate and sums up his position. ,ul", 331:
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Explaining the reason behind writing the treatise, which he called 
“al-?ul3 bayn al-Ikhw2n f1 5ukm Ib23at al-Dukh2n” (“Reconciling 
UIF�#SPUIFST�PWFS�UIF�3VMJOH�PO�UIF�1FSNJTTJCJMJUZ�PG�4NPLJOHu
�ʿAbd 
al-Ghan1 refers to the widespread anxiety associated with this issue: 

/is is a brief treatise the brothers have repeatedly asked me to write; 
they have long been begging for it and the grounds of their wishes have 
greatly expanded. And by the one and only God, what prompted me 
to write it is not my love of smoking, or my fanatic disagreement with 
anyone of this time, but rather the intent of fairness in clarifying the 
issue, and of preserving the rulings of the sanctified law against the 
JOUSVTJPO�PG� <VOGBJS>� BEEJUJPOT� BOE�EFEVDUJPOT��"OE�NZ� TVQQPSU� GPS�
UIF�SVMJOH�PG�QFSNJTTJCJMJUZ�JT�GPS�UIF�TBLF�PG�DMFBSJOH�UIF�<NJTDPODFQ-
UJPOT>� SFHBSEJOH� UIJT�QBSUJDVMBS�QMBOU� UIBU� BSF�OPU�CBTFE�PO� MFHBM� FWJ-
dence or texts but rather on mere rational analogy and subjective 
conjecture.25 

Letter 25 reveals the growing sensitivity among the Turks towards this 
issue, indicating that ʿAbd al-Ghan1 was perhaps among a minority 
arguing in support of the new habit. Mu3ammad al-5umayd1 of 
Edirne, one of ʿAbd al-Ghan1’s closest correspondents, had been 
actively spreading ʿ Abd al-Ghan1’s teaching in the Ottoman heartland. 
He wrote to ʿAbd al-Ghan1 in 1095 8������!% with a serious concern 
that ʿAbd al-Ghan1’s reference to the lawfulness of smoking in his 
NBKPS�DPNNFOUBSZ�PO�BM�#JSHǔMǔ�T�al--ar#qa al-Mu"ammadiyya ((e 
Mu"ammadan Way), a popular and useful book, was likely to attract 
criticism that might result in its banning from public use.26 He there-
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fore sought ʿ Abd al-Ghan1’s permission to remove the part on smoking 
from the commentary, and advised him to do so in order to ensure 
maintenance of people’s access to it. ʿ Abd al-Ghan1 received the request 
graciously, thanked his friend for his genuine concern, and replied, 
saying:

#VU�XF�TBZ to you now that what you have mentioned is correct with 
regard to the condition of this world, to the promotion of knowledge 
in it, and to the high esteem among its people, so that one may enter-
UBJO�IPMEJOH�B�SFMJHJPVT�PGGJDF�XJUI�B�XPSMEMZ�TUBUVT��#VU�UIJT�JT�TPNF-
thing for which we have no desire, nor is there an urge for it in us. 
And we have never written a book seeking with it the favour of any 
creature, God willing. And how can it be fitting for us to mention in 
that book the topics of hypocrisy, fame, and showing o<, and explain 
these matters to show the depravity of working for other than God, 
and then do the same ourselves and conceal it? /is is for us the worst 
misconduct, from which we ask God to purify us. We have mentioned 
the issue of the permissibility of smoking in the mentioned commen-
tary as well as in other books of ours. In fact we have written a complete 
book, extensive with seven chapters, explaining in it this permissibility 
to the elite and the public; this is despite the fact that we do not smoke, 
nor do we like it, nor do we have any personal con;ict over it with 
BOZPOF�JO�UIF�GJSTU�QMBDF��#VU�PVS�OBUVSF�T�EJTMJLF�PG�JU�EPFT�OPU�PO�JUT�
own, necessitate in us a legal dislike. So we intended with that to move 
with the responsibility of the legal (sharʿ#) knowledge that we have in 
us to advise the community of Mu3ammad, may God’s prayer be upon 
him, on the matter of their dispute and the confusion over this permis-
sible matter. /us, if God wills an acceptance of our books among the 
people nothing will stop that, regardless of whoever may discredit us 
deceptively. And if God does not will an acceptance of our books 
among the people, would anything we do work against the will of God-
most-high? As for our mentioned commentary, it should remain as is, 
in the form that God has enabled us to write, and so should remain 
the rest of our books. 

In his lengthy treatise on the permissibility of smoking, ʿAbd al-Ghan1 
provides interesting remarks on the social history of smoking in the 
Islamic world. He also makes many references to the history of co<ee-
drinking and the social upheaval it caused in Mecca and Cairo, where 
co<ee sellers and drinkers were attacked violently and co<ee-making 
and drinking equipment was destroyed. As for the origin of smoking, 
ʿAbd al-Ghan1 says that the Europeans, having discovered its many 
benefits, were the first people to use it in their lands.27 /e first time it 

27 ,ul", 342.
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appeared in the Islamic lands, he adds, was towards the end of the 990s 
)�����T�!%; and it was the Christians who first brought it, from the 
land of the English. A Jewish doctor first introduced it to the land of 
the Maghrib (Morocco), and from there it spread into Egypt, 5ij2z, 
Yaman, India, and the rest of the Islamic countries. According to 
al-L2q2n1, it appeared in the Sudan in the land of Tinbaksh in 1005 
8/1596 !%, and according to Najm al-D1n al-Ghazz1, it appeared in 
Damascus ten years later, in 1015 8/1606 !%.��

�� Ibid., 343.
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On Cosmogony and the Unity of Being: Letters 61 and 62 

ʿAbd al-Ghan1’s exchanges with shaykh A3mad al-Kasb1 of Aleppo 
(5alab) involve lengthy re;ections on cosmogony and the Unity of 
#FJOH�QSFTFOUFE�JO�GJWF�MFUUFST��BO�JOJUJBM�JORVJSZ�GSPN�ʿAbd al-Ghan1 
(letter 61), followed by three replies from al-Kasb1 and a response from 
ʿAbd al-Ghan1 (all in letter 62). /e exchange is significant for revealing 
a sophisticated discussion of a complex aspect of Ibn ʿArab1’s articula-
UJPO�PG�UIF�6OJUZ�PG�#FJOH�BOE�GPS�JOUSPEVDJOH�BM�,BTCǔ�BT�BO�JNQPSUBOU�
figure, although he was little known. /ere are two curious things 
about ʿAbd al-Ghan1’s first letter. First, it is the only occasion in the 
Was!ʾil, and indeed in almost all of his works, on which ʿ Abd al-Ghan1 
appears to be seeking the advice and insights of another authority. On 
almost all other occasions, he appears as the leading authority of the 
time, the one who receives and answers questions, and the one who 
o<ers insights, guidance, and advice. Second, the letter does not include 
the introductory compliments found in all the other letters, in which 
ʿAbd al-Ghan1 o7en introduces his correspondent. In this atypical let-
ter he starts directly with the subject of his inquiry. Reciprocally, 
al-Kasb1’s first reply includes only a brief introductory paragraph but 
no complimentary statements about whether he holds ʿAbd al-Ghan1 
in high esteem. /en, ʿAbd al-Ghan1 was sixty-nine years old and 
already widely famous among Arabs and Turks, as can be sensed from 
other letters. Even the highest religious authority in Istanbul, Shaykh 
al-Islam Fay6 All2h (or Feyzullah), addressed him in one letter as the 
“pole of the circle of righteousness, and the centre of guidance and 
good deeds.”29 /is level of formal courtesy common in correspon-
dence is missing in this exchange between al-N2bulus1 and al-Kasb1, 
perhaps because the two were too close or too foreign to one another 
(more likely the latter), so that they chose to leave out the customary 
introductory compliments and ;owery rhetoric.30 Whatever the case 
may be, the exchange testifies to al-Kasb1’s high standing in theology 
and philosophical mysticism that prompted ʿ Abd al-Ghan1 to approach 
him in the first place. Yet, it is curious how little we know about him.

In J!miʿ Kar!m!t al-Awliy!ʾ al-Nabh2n1 (d. 1350 8/1931 !%) pres-
FOUT� B�CSJFG�CJPHSBQIZ�PG� BM�,BTCǔ�RVPUFE� GSPN�.V֪֨BGƽ� BM�#BLSǔ�T�

29 Letter 65.
30 /ere is a tone of arrogance in this exchange from both sides, suggesting a 

sense of rivalry. 
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al-Suy&f al-%id!d, wherein he introduces al-Kasb1 as shaykh A3mad 
C��.V֒BNNBE�C��,BTCB�BM�֑BMBCǔ�BM�2ƽEJSǔ��"M�#BLSǔ�ʿAbd al-Ghan1’s 
most illustrious disciple, describes al-Kasb1 as one “who likes loneliness 
(wa"da), isolation from people, and devotion to God at all times.”31 
During a visit to Damascus in 1122 8/1710 !%�BM�#BLSǔ�UPPL�B�HSPVQ�
of close friends to visit al-Kasb1, who also happened to be in Damascus 
at the time. Al-Kasb1 welcomed the group and spoke to them at length, 
during which he said: “It is necessary for man, when God inspires him 
to write poetry or prose, not to be self-deluded and preoccupy his heart 
with that, but rather one must tear or burn it (that is, what one has 
written) because God has what is higher than that.” A7er the meeting, 
BM�#BLSǔ�XSPUF�i*�UPSF�VQ�UIF�QPFUSZ�*�IBE�DPNQPTFE�UIF�CFOFGJDJBM�
texts I had written, and the litanies I had made, until I had torn up a 
great number of things. Yet, I had benefited from him a great deal 
during that meeting. A7erwards, I was not able to meet with him again 
because he had secluded himself from people. He knew God’s book 
well and was well versed in the intellectual and traditional sciences. As 
he loses himself while speaking, perhaps the listener will find his words 
lacking in clarity.”32�"M�#BLSǔ�BMTP�SFGFSSFE�UP�BM�,BTCǔ�T�FYDIBOHF�XJUI�
ʿAbd al-Ghan1 and to his wide popularity in Aleppo.33 

Turning to the content of the exchange, in his first brief letter (letter 
61) ʿAbd al-Ghan1 sought al-Kasb1’s insights into a question of cos-
mogony concerned with the initial stage of universal manifestation. 
/e question relates to a line of poetry by Ibn ʿArab1 from Tarjum!n 
al-Ashw!q ((e Interpreter of Passions), in which he wondered about 
the order of universal manifestation:

She revealed her front teeth and lightning ;ashed,
 so I knew not which of the two rent the gloom.34 

Here Ibn ʿArab1 refers to the initial cosmogonic moment that brought 
the world out of primordial darkness into the light of existence. /is 

31 Al-Nabh2n1, Jamiʿ, 1: 562. 
32 Ibid.
33 Ibid., 1: 563.
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cosmic birth coincided with two events: the disclosure of Truth’s 
essences, or the realities of being, symbolised by the revealing of the 
“front teeth,” and the self-manifestation of being, symbolised by the 
;ash of lightning. /is introduces two simultaneous sources of light: 
the glowing whiteness of realities themselves, and the ;ashing light of 
being. With this perplexing duality, Ibn ʿArab1 wondered which of the 
two initially tore up the darkness (shaqq al-"an!dis) of non-existence. 
In letter 61, ʿAbd al-Ghan1 asked al-Kasb1 for insight into Ibn ʿArab1’s 
uncertainty over this issue, which resonated with his own uncertainty. 
ʿAbd al-Ghan1 wrote:

/ere is no doubt that these “universal designations” (al-taʿayyun!t 
al-kawniyya) are subsisting eternally in their designator; that is, the 
absolute, truthful being. /en these were manifested from their pure 
“affirmative designation” (taʿayyunih! al-thub&t#) into realising their 
“existential designation” (taʿayyunih! al-wuj&d#). We are inquiring 
about this aspect of their manifestation, how should it be considered? 
Should it be considered from the aspect of the designations themselves, 
subsisting as they were in their designator, meaning that their designa-
tor turned towards them and caused their manifestation? /e name of 
UIFJS� FUFSOBM�EFTJHOBUPS� <JO� UIJT� DBTF>� JT� iLOPXMFEHFu� 	ʿilm)... Or that 
LOPXMFEHF�NBOJGFTUFE�UIFN�XJUI�UIF�OBNF�JU�JT�<BMTP>�LOPXO�CZ�VOEFS�
another consideration; that is, “command” (amr)? … Or that the des-
ignations themselves were manifested in the order of manifestation 
<QSFEFUFSNJOFE>� JO� UIF� iQSJNPSEJBM� DPNNBOEu� 	al-amr al-qad#m) 
directed upon them?   

Al-Kasb1’s reply came in three successive esoteric letters, all of which 
TIPXFE� UIF� MBDL�PG�DMBSJUZ�BM�#BLSǔ�IBE�SFGFSSFE� UP�� *O� UIF� GJSTU�IF�
explored the implications of ʿAbd al-Ghan1’s questions. In the second, 
which was more poetic and obscure than the first, he re;ected on key 
notions such as “light,” “direction,” and “name,” dwelt on Ibn ʿArabi’s 
lines of poetry, and discussed its metaphors. And in the third, he 
returned to the concept of “universal designations” and discussed the 
notion of “subsistence” (qiy!m). In his letters, al-Kasb1 examined ʿAbd 
al-Ghan1’s questions in a nuanced and sophisticated way. He inter-
rogated the questions from various angles and discussed their implica-
tions critically, showing the many problems they entailed. His approach 
was that of philosophical mysticism, and he cited eminent mystics, 
such as J2m1, al-Sh2dhil1, and Ibn ʿArab1, as well as eminent Eastern 
illuminationist philosophers, such as al-Daw2n1, al-Sh1r2z1, and M1r 
5usayn. /e crux of his response was that these were unanswerable 
questions and their pursuit was rather futile. 
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In contrast to ʿAbd al-Ghan1’s inquiry, which focuses on the uni-
versal and the absolute, al-Kasb1 seems to give precedence to the con-
fined and the particular: “/ere is nothing but the confined that 
dissolves into the absolute; and the particular in the general, as a form 
in matter, the end of which can never be realised.” Pointing to the 
inherent dilemma in this polarity, he wrote, referring to the “universal 
aspect” ( jiha) that ʿ Abd al-Ghan1 was inquiring about: “the ‘intellectual 
aspect’ (al-jiha al-ʿaqliyya) does not designate the target, and the ‘sen-
sible aspect’ (al-jiha al-"issiyya) does not adequately convey the form 
of the beloved.”

Referring to ʿAbd al-Ghan1’s proposition regarding the manifesta-
tion of universal designations, al-Kasb1 said that when we say:

…these were manifested from their “affirmed designation” (taʿayyunuh! 
al-thub&t#) … into realising their “existential designation” (taʿayyunuh! 
al-wuj&d#)—if by “manifestation” (+uh&r) we mean the opposite of 
“concealment” (khaf!ʾ)—then this is an incorrect statement with regard 
UP�CFJOH�CFDBVTF�UIFTF�<EFTJHOBUJPOT>�XFSF�OFWFS�NBOJGFTUFE�OPS�XJMM�
ever be manifested, definitely as confirmed by consensus and knowl-
edge.

As for the “affirmed designations,” which are none other than Ibn 
ʿArab1’s “Affirmed Essences” (aʿy!n th!bita), discussed above, al-Kasb1 
defines them as “the realities themselves considered in one’s conjecture 
(wahm).” /ese realities, he adds, are non-existent originally, neither 
in the real sense, because it is impossible, nor in the sense of their 
attachment to being, because in their conceptual mode they have no 
attachment to being at all. Furthermore, searching into the nature of 
beings and universal designations, al-Kasb1 argues, leads us to search-
ing into the nature of being. Yet, since being is something that includes 
no otherness, it simply cannot be searched into. Also, since universal 
designation (taʿayyun) is only conceptual and non-existent, thinking 
cannot grasp non-existence. Metaphorically, however, universal des-
ignations are distancing meanings in the mind that emerge into being 
through other things. /us, he adds, our profound re;ection (na+ar) 
can be attached only to the simple being that conceals the conceptual 
essences, while our conjecture (wahm) can only perceive the forms of 
these meanings, which are separators, definers, and figures. 

In many ways, al-Kasb1’s position overlaps with Ibn Taymiyya’s on 
negating the affirmation of the non-existent essences in non-existence 
(ʿadam), showing the enduring in;uence of the latter’s theology. 
Interestingly, however, it also shows how informative and constructive 
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such a debate can be once stripped from Ibn Taymiyya’s intolerant 
dogmatism and ideological fundamentalism. 

In response to al-Kasb1’s elaborated critique, ʿ Abd al-Ghan1 clarified 
the notion of “affirmation” (thub&t) with regard to universal designa-
tions, raising a valid point that neither al-Kasb1 nor Ibn Taymiyya 
dwelt upon in their critiques. /e polarity of existence and non-exis-
tence (al-wuj&d wa al-ʿadam), ʿAbd al-Ghan1 argues, should not be 
con;ated with the polarity of affirmation and negation (al-thub&t wa 
al-naf#) because they are of di<erent orders. When the two polarities 
are con;ated, affirmation coincides with existence, leading to misun-
derstanding. To illustrate his point he presents the following 
example: 

/e palm tree, for example, is affirmed in the date pit and not negated 
from it. However, the plum or apricot tree is negated from that pit and 
not affirmed in it, despite the fact that neither the palm tree, nor the 
plum tree, nor the apricot tree exists in the pit in the first place. All of 
these are non-existent in the pit. /us, both affirmed and non-affirmed 
essences share in their being possible designations, and while not every 
possible is affirmed, every affirmed is possible. 

ʿAbd al-Ghan1’s point here is that once God’s knowledge and not igno-
rance is taken as the basis of creation, then this necessarily leads to the 
conceptual—not existential—affirmation of the known, whatever the 
nature of that known may be. “It is in this sense that the Affirmed 
Essences are themselves called designations,” ʿAbd al-Ghan1 explains, 
“because they were designated by knowledge, whereby they became 
di<erentiated from one another.” 


